QUALITY

UMIF
MODEL

386

RAINCOAT CHUBASQUERO
REFERENCE
REFERENCIA
UMIF386
COLOURS
Fluorescent yellow,
Fluorescent orange
COLORES
Amarillo flúor - Naranja flúor
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL
TALLAS
S - M - L - XL - XXL

FICHA CNICA

HV Raincoat S2HV		

QUALITY

ref. UMIF386

UMIF
MODEL

386

FABRIC COMPOSITION
Fabric composition:
Lining composition: 		

100% PE
100% PE

PARTS
Front zipper: 		
body warmer 		
Collar fastners: 		
Front fastners: 		
Cuff bands: 		

1 double slider zip				
insert zipper: 2-way zip			
3 pastic fastners				
5 plastic snaps				
20 mm wide white elastic band

Hood drawstring: 		
Hood end caps: 		
Reflective bands: 		
Seam seal ribbon

descripTIOn

cotton cord

RAINCOAT
2 plastic endCHUBASQUERO
caps
3M Scotchlite
REFERENCE
REFERENCIA
UMIF386

This PPE is a waist-length, lined waterproof jacket. In compliance with standard UNE EN ISO 20471:2013, it has twoCOLOURS
thermo-fixed horizontal retro-reflective
bands around the torso and sleeves and one over each shoulder resembling straps.
Fluorescent yellow,
The garment consists of two front panels that fasten at the front with a zipper. The left front panel has a storm flapFluorescent
that covers the
zipper all the way down
orange
and fastens with five snaps. The back is plain and consists of only one panel. Both sleeves are a single piece. It has a double cuff from the same material
COLORES
with windbreaker elastic cuffs.
Amarillo
flúor with
- Naranja
flúor It
The collar includes a roll-away hood that fastens with three snaps. This system makes it possible to conceal the hood
that adjusts
a drawstring.
includes two reach-through pockets with protective flaps that aesthetically define the waist on the front. The garment
is
fully
lined
with
a
satin
type fabric.
SIZES
The interior includes a 2-way zipper to insert a body warmer if necessary.

UMIF386

S - M - L - XL - XXL
TALLAS
S - M - L - XL - XXL

Reflective band

Reflective band

DETAIL OF GARMENT
Collar
Roll-away
hood

Elasticated
cuff
Pocket flap
Reach-through
pockets

Placket

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

Fluorescent yellow - Fluorescent orange

AVAILABLE SIZES: 		

S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAIL OF GARMENT'S INTERIOR
Quilted lining
Anti-absorption
barrier to prevent
dampness from spreading

STANDARDS:
This garment complies with the requirement of REGULATION (EU) 2016/425, EN ISO 13688:2013, EN 343:2019, and UNE EN ISO 20471:2013 for this PPE.

